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Introduction 

 

 

The Glass house at Ashvale, Lowertown, St Martins is in a poor state of repair with many 

broken panes of glass and rotten timbers.  Timber decay and metal corrosion around the 

joints and intersections of the timber structure have failed resulting in movement which 

has separated the ridge beam from the parts of the structure.  

 

 

The granite stone walls have bulged in places and will require isolated repairs, however to 

carryout the identified repairs in a safe and robust way the majority if not all the glass will 

need to be removed and renewed and the timber frame structure will have many new 

members introduced.  Whilst new materials will be introduced the aim is complete a like 

for like result.  The granite wall will be in a like for like form but traditional materials such 

as a NHL 3.5 lime based mortar for pointing will be introduced where required.   
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DESIGN STATEMENT 

It is intended that the works and the design will be a like for like operation.  The works 

could arguably be completed under normal repair permitted works however due to the 

extent of the work and the impact on much of the fabric of the building being replaced to 

carry out the works safely it is considered worthwhile engaging with the listed building 

application process. 

 

 

In our assessment of the building, there are no materials which are of a particularly 

historic or unique nature.  The form of the building and the role this type of building plays 

in presenting the history of this area of St Martins.  It represents the flower growing 

industry and the part this plays in the story of the Isles of Scilly is worth preserving.  The 

only change in materials introduced would be to introduce lime mortar that will be more 

forgiving of any further movement and distortion of the stone walls.   

 

 

Timber profiles and dimensions will match existing and placement of structural members 

will match existing.   

 

 


